BSE revises Jio Fine price band to 20% from today
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The BSE has revised the price band for Jio Financial Services to 20% from the earlier 10% today. The move was announced after the stock opened in a revised price band.

The revised price band comes as limits for securities to curtail extreme volatility were imposed on the stock.

In addition, the stock will now be traded in a price band of 20% from the BSE’s price band segment. The stock is expected to be removed from the NSE’s price band segment as the revised price band stands at 20% that doesn’t hit the upper or lower limit.

Analysts say that while revisions in the price band are a common occurrence, chances of the upper or lower price bands are slim.

The stock will be in the price band segment for 50% of the trading hours.

The stock is expected to be high-liquid.

However, if the BSE reduces the price band, the BSE would have to bear the costs of the split.
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The outlook on the Indian economy looks positive. There are growth shocks in the economy with a high demand for credit, which may result in a slowdown in the trade sector. The trade deficit is expected to rise in the first quarter of the financial year.

In addition, the stock market is expected to remain subdued in the short term due to the impact of the lockdown on the economy. The stock market is also expected to remain volatile due to the impact of the lockdown on the economy.

However, the stock market is expected to remain bullish in the long term due to the impact of the lockdown on the economy. The stock market is also expected to remain bullish due to the impact of the lockdown on the economy.
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JYOTI CNG AUTOMATION LIMITED

The Company invites applications for the post of Project Engineer (Design & Development) in CNG Station Solutions at its state-of-the-art facility located in Morbi, Gujarat. Candidate should be a graduate or post-graduate in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or other relevant fields. The selected candidate will be responsible for the design and development of CNG station solutions, ensuring adherence to the prescribed standards and safety norms. The pay is Rs. 1,00,000/- per month, with an attractive remuneration package.


The position is open to candidates with relevant experience in the design and development of CNG station solutions. Those interested in applying may submit their applications along with their CVs and relevant certificates to the email address provided below.

For inquiries, please contact: hr@jyoticng.com

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

JYOTI CNG AUTOMATION LIMITED

This is to inform the general public that the Company has decided to expand its operations in the area of CNG station solutions. The new facility will be located in Morbi, Gujarat, and will offer state-of-the-art solutions for CNG stations.


For further details, please contact: hr@jyoticng.com

This is a public announcement for the information of the general public and does not constitute a contractual obligation or commitment on the part of the Company.